
Fabric

Example

Style Number

Properties

Fit

Length

Feels

DYI High Rise DYI High Rise DYI High Rise DYI High Rise DYI High Rise DYI High Rise

105P or 100P 105 or 100 105 or 100 105EMB or 100EMB 105EDGE or 100EDGE 120

Bionic
81% Polyester, 19% Spandex

Bionic
81% Polyester, 19% Spandex

Bond Jersey Moss
87% Polyester, 13% Spandex

Embossed Bionic
68% Nylon, 32% Spandex

Bionic Edge
69% Nylon, 31% Spandex

Brazen High Shine
80% Polyester, 20% Spandex

Full Tight (27”) or Crop (23”) Full Tight (27”) or Crop (23”) Full Tight (27”) or Crop (23”) Full Tight (27”) or Crop (23”) Full Tight (27”) Full Tight (27”)

Compressive + Soft + Lift

High density jersey that provides 
comfortable, held in coverage 

with an added peached finish for 
cozy softness. Can sometimes 
feel thicker than Bionic when 

on body. 

Compressive + Smooth 
+ Lift 

High density tricot knit that 
provides comfortable, held in 
coverage for all day use. We 

find it can feel a touch slicker in 
handfeel than Bionic. Embossed 
process applied heat to create 

pattern therefore offering subtle 
shine.

Compressive + Sleek + 
Lightweight

Densely knit interlock fabric 
has excellent stretch recovery 

and doesn’t grow when on body. 
We find it is lighter & slicker in 
handfeel than Bionic but don’t 

let that fool you - this double knit 
provides superior squat proof 

coverage unlike any other.

Light Compression + Sleek 
+ Shiny

Feels slightly less compressive 
than our other tights, but still 

wraps your body in a gentle hug 
to guide you through workouts 

or day to day. High Shine 
application, gives the exterior 
a sleek finish but inside is still 
provide comfortable coverage. 

Compressive + Smooth 
+ Lift 

High density jersey that provides 
comfortable, held in coverage for 
all day use. It lifts and smooths 

to make you feel confident in 
your moves from day to night. 

Featured in prints.

Compressive + Smooth 
+ Lift 

High density jersey that provides 
comfortable, held in coverage for 
all day use. It lifts and smooths 

to make you feel confident in 
your moves from day to night. 

Featured in prints.

CORE BOTTOMS  
FIT + FEEL COMPARISON CHART

PRINTED 
SIGNATURE TAKE CONTROL SIGNATURE 

JERSEY MOSS
EMBOSSED 
SIGNATURE

PRINTED 
SIGNATURE EDGE HIGH SHINE

KEY PROPERTIES

4-Way Stretch High CompressionMoisture Wicking Medium–Low CompressionUPF Protection Soft Shine

DYI started with the Signature Tight high rise fit. Since opening our doors, we have 

designed many fabrics and length iterations based on different customer needs/feedback. 

Please use this chart to help learn about the differences in each style and pick what is right 

for you and your customer. 


